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Abstract
A widely used approach to mathematically describe the atmosphere
is to consider it as a geophysical fluid in a shallow domain — and thus
to model it using classical fluid dynamical equations combined with
the explicit inclusion of an ǫ parameter representing the small aspect
ratio of the physical domain. In our previous paper [15] we proved a
weak convergence theorem for the polluted atmosphere described by
the Navier-Stokes equations extended by an advection-diffusion equa-
tion. We obtained a justification of the generalised hydrostatic limit
model including the pollution effect described for the case of classi-
cal, east-north-upwards oriented local Cartesian coordinates. Here we
give a two-fold improvement of this statement. Firstly, we consider a
meteorologically more meaningful coordinate system, incorporate the
analytical consequences of this coordinate change into the governing
equations, and verify that the weak convergence still holds for this al-
tered system. Secondly, still considering this new, so-called downwind-
matching coordinate system, we prove an analogous strong convergence
result, which we make complete by providing a closely related existence
theorem as well.
Keywords: downwind-matching coordinate system, Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, shallow domains, pollution evolution equation, hydrostatic approxi-
mation, compactness, weak solutions, strong solutions.
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1 Introduction
A local domain on the surface of the rotating Earth is often described in
what is called the geophysical rotating frame, i.e. in a Cartesian coordinate
system where the x, y, z axes represent the directions towards east, north,
and upwards, respectively. This is a widely used coordinate system choice
because in this specific system the rotation vector, and as a consequence,
the Coriolis force takes a simpler form. However, for modelling wind and
pollution effects in the atmosphere there is another naturally distinctive
viewpoint for fixing the orientation of the coordinate system: the introduc-
tion of the notions of downwind and crosswind, and to match the horizontal
axes according to these meteorological parameters (see [16]).
Migrating convergence results from one of the above described coordinate
systems to the other is not trivial: as a result of an additional ǫ term in the
downwind-matching scenario, certain boundedness and regularity features
that are satisfied for the geophysical rotating frame are at the same time
not valid for the downwind-matching Cartesian coordinate system.
In [15] we have proved a weak convergence theorem for the case of the
classical north-west oriented coordinate system — the first main part of
the present article is dedicated to show that this result still holds true
in the downwind-matching coordinate system assuming some medium-level
changes in the initial and boundary conditions. The theorem we will migrate
between these two coordinate systems is focused on the polluted atmosphere
as a shallow domain. Incorporating the shallowness into the model via in-
troducing the
ǫ =
characteristic depth
characteristic width
shallowness parameter we have proved the theoretical correctness of the
hydrostatic approximation for the combination of a three-dimensional ve-
locity function and a pollution concentration function. Specifically, we have
showed that any weak solution of the shallow polluted atmosphere converges
weakly to a weak solution of the so-called primitive equations representing
the hydrostatic limit model. In the first part of this article our goal is to
verify an analogous version of this convergence theorem for the case of the
more considerately chosen downwind-matching coordinate system. As in
this scenario the advection is dominant compared to diffusion effects along
the x axis, this approach on the one hand naturally contributes to the sim-
plification of the limit model. On the other hand it brings an additional ǫ
term in the Laplacian of the concentration equation, and along with this the
challenge of proving a weak convergence result for the product of the vertical
3
velocity and the concentration. The difficulty is due to the phenomena of the
‖∂1cǫ‖ term being replaced by ‖
√
ǫ∂1c
ǫ‖ in the energy inequality, where cǫ
is the pollution concentration. As the a priori estimates extracted from the
energy inequality serve as fundamental building blocks of the proof, having
a weakened, ǫ-including version of one of the estimates has significant con-
sequences for the verification process — we lose the strong convergence of
the concentration function. This issue is overcome by using a more regular
initial horizontal velocity function, namely uh0 ∈ H1. The stronger initial
regularity will naturally result in a uǫ function with stronger regularities,
allowing us to pass to the field of strong solutions for the velocity part of
the solution, and thus will compensate the lost H1 regularity of the con-
centration function cǫ. We mention that we will also use slightly different,
stricter boundary conditions for the concentration function — these addi-
tional requirements too are motivated by the presence of the new ǫ term in
the energy inequality.
In the second part of this article we investigate the connection between
the anisotropic and hydrostatic models of the polluted atmosphere on the
level of strong solutions. The downwind-matching coordinate system and
the set of modelling equations we work with are essentially identical to those
defined in part one — what separates the two main sections is the quality of
the convergence we are able to state. We begin the second part of this paper
by examining in detail what modifications and changes are necessary in the
model so that we can prove a convergence theorem analogous to that formu-
lated in the first part, but stated for the case of strong solutions this time.
The higher order of derivatives due to considering strong solutions would
mean more complicated integral terms on the domain’s boundary, hence in
this case we describe a method (see also [8]) that justifies the definition of
a domain that is periodic not just along the horizontal variables, but in the
vertical direction as well (note that this, considering the natural structure of
the atmosphere, is not trivial). Concerning the regularity of the initial data,
our proofs require c0 to be in H
2(Ω) and uh0 to be inH
3(Ω) — the relatively
high regularity of the initial horizontal velocity is necessary due to the pres-
ence of the additional ǫ multiplier in the Kx diffusion term. In other words,
similarly to the phenomena described for the weak solutions, in this case we
also need to tailor our proofs carefully at the points where the downwind-
matching coordinate choice affects the estimates: it is these modifications
that require higher level of regularities. In more detail, following otherwise
standard procedures of multiplying the equations by Laplacians and inte-
grating on Ω, in this specific coordinate system we obtain only ǫ‖∂11cǫ‖ on
the equation’s left-hand side. This means that the usual strategy of bringing
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high-order terms multiplied by a Young inequality coefficient to the left-hand
side will not work in the case of the downwind-matching coordinate system.
We overcome this issue by constructing different types of estimates where
the ǫ-free ∂11c
ǫ term does not appear in the final bound, and by exploiting
the increased H3 regularity of uh0 — in the spirit of [19] this guarantees an
increased regularity for the velocity solutions as well.
This paper is organised in the following way. In Section 2 we describe the
downwind-matching coordinate system, the physical model of the polluted
atmosphere and the scaling leading to the hydrostatic equations. In Section
3 we state and prove the main convergence result regarding weak solutions,
while in Section 4 we elaborate the analogous result for strong solutions.
Finally, in order to make the strong convergence result of the latter section
complete, we prove an existence theorem on strong solutions regarding the
hydrostatic system in the Appendix.
We end up this section with some notations we will use through the
paper.
1.1 Notations
i) ǫ = characteristic depthcharacteristic width = the aspect ratio,
ii) ν = viscosity,
iii) Ωǫ,Ω = the original and the rescaled (ǫ-independent) domain, respec-
tively,
iv) ∇ stands for the gradient vector; specifically, (∂x, ∂y, ∂z) before, and
(∂1, ∂2, ∂3) after rescaling,
v) ∇ν = (ν1/2x ∂x, ν1/2y ∂y, ν1/2z ∂z) on Ωǫ, ∇ν = (ν1/21 ∂1, ν1/22 ∂2, ν1/23 ∂3) on
the rescaled domain Ω,
vi) ∆ν stands for the anisotropic Laplacian operators νx∂
2
xx + νy∂
2
yy +
νz∂
2
zz and ν1∂
2
11 + ν2∂
2
22 + ν3∂
2
33 on the original and rescaled domains,
respectively,
vii) g represents the force due to gravity, which also includes the centrifugal
effect,
viii) ϕ = the gravity potential term, i.e. g = ∇ϕ,
ix) ω represents the Earth rotation angular speed,
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x) φ = l(y) = latitude, f = the module of the Earth rotation vector
xi) α = −2f sin(θ) cos(φ), β = 2f cos(θ) cos(φ), γ = 2f sin(φ),
xii) K represents the diagonal diffusion matrix,
xiii) (·, ·) = the scalar product in L2(Ω)d, d ≥ 1 or the duality Lp(Ω),
Lp
′
(Ω),
xiv) < ·, · >Γ= the scalar product or duality on the boundary curve Γ
(H−1/2(Γ), H1/2(Γ)),
xv) uh = the horizontal velocity components (u1, u2),
xvi) b(uh) = −γ(u2, u1),
xvii) ∆d = K2∂
2
22 +K3∂
2
33
xviii) ∇d = (∂2, ∂3) (d stands for directions in which we have diffusion),
xix) LptL
q
x is the abbreviated notation for Lp(0, T ;Lq(Ω)),
xx) κ stands for a generic constant that can vary from line to line,
xxi) ζ is the constant of the generalised Young inequality (may vary from
line to line, it is chosen to be as small as necessary in the given case)
xxii) a . b⇔ a ≤ κb for some constant κ
2 The model for the polluted atmosphere
The key point of this new model is to integrate some of the main ideas of
the Gaussian plume dispersion model into the system describing the polluted
atmosphere. Therefore we begin by fixing the local Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem to be adjusted to the downwind direction, i.e. z is oriented upwards,
while x is the downwind, and y is the crosswind direction. Another assump-
tion the Gaussian dispersion models typically use is that advection is more
dominant than diffusion along the downwind direction, which leads to the
appearance of an extra ǫ term in the concentration equation’s Laplacian.
Namely, we have
|u1∂1c| ≫ |Kx∂211c|, (1)
which leads us to introducing the new scaling identity
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Kx = ǫK1. (2)
We use this diffusion rescaling result in addition to the original set of
scaling equations described below. Every element of this latter set is a result
of the shallowness of the domain, and they are applied in order to pass from
the ǫ− dependent Ωǫ original domain to the rescaled, ǫ−free Ω domain.
Here the original Ωǫ domain we consider is a local slice of the atmosphere
written in Cartesian coordinates:
Ωǫ = {(x, y, z) ∈ R3; (x, y) ∈ ω, 0 < z < ǫh(x, y)}, (3)
where ω is a Lipschitz-domain in R2, h is a nonnegative Lipschitzian
application.
In order to obtain the set of equations that describe the pollution phe-
nomena in the atmosphere, we start with the original set of equations
∂tv + (v · ∇)v −∆νv +∇q + 2ω × v = g in Ωǫ × (0, T ) (4)
∇ · v = 0 in Ωǫ × (0, T ) (5)
∂tP + v · ∇P = ∇ · (K∇P ) +Q in Ωǫ × (0, T ), (6)
where the fluid velocity is denoted by v and the function P represents
the pollutant concentration.
Each of these following scaling equations can be heuristically deduced
from the typical physical dimension of the quantities (for more details see
[7], [6], [15]), unlike the previously presented equation (2), which is the effect
of the coordinate choice itself. In detail, apart from the already introduced
equation (2) we use the following scaling identities to arrive to the rescaled
model.
x = x1, y = x2, z = ǫx3,
v1 = u
ǫ
1, v2 = u
ǫ
2, v3 = ǫu
ǫ
3,
νx = ν1, νy = ν2, νz = ǫ
2ν3,
Ky = K2, Kz = ǫ
2K3,
P =
1
ǫ
cǫ, Q =
1
ǫ
sǫ, p = pǫ
(7)
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Once we apply the above scaling, we pass from the original Ωǫ domain
to the ǫ− independent
Ω = {(x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3; (x1, x2) ∈ ω, 0 < x3 < h(x1, x2)} (8)
set.
Remark 1. The inclusion of these new features related to the downwind-
matching coordinate system in a pollution model are legitimate when the
following circumstances hold:
• We are considering a time interval which is not ”too long” — meaning
that it is reasonable to assume that we have a permanent, relatively
stable main wind direction, i.e. fixing the horizontal coordinates makes
sense in the first place.
• There is an adequate, relatively high wind speed — low wind speeds
in general lead to a situation where three dimensional diffusion domi-
nates, leading to an error caused by the dominant advection assump-
tion. Fast changing wind direction and low windspeed resulting in fast
pollutant settling can make it extremely challenging to obtain reliable
results from Gaussian models.
Choosing the coordinate system in this particular way results in changes
in three main points of the system with respect to the case of the rotating
geophysical frame. One of these is the Coriolis term, since now the x axis
is not necessarily perpendicular to the rotation vector. We need to revisit
the boundary conditions as well, and as discussed above, a modification in
the pollution concentration equation also has to be taken into account. We
will describe these changes and their consequences in detail — the main
challenge in proving this paper’s convergence results is in fact to handle the
effect of this latter change in the inequalities that provide boundedness for
the required quantities.
Remark 2. For clarity, we add a comment here regarding the intuitive
meaning of what we understand by the downwind direction x (which gives
orientation to a coordinate axes), and the velocity v itself (which is the solu-
tion function). The downwind direction is an approximately steady-in-time
direction, it can be seen as the direction marked by the wind direction track-
ers on an airport or meteorological point. When we consider the downwind,
we neglect the small perturbations in its orientation, it can be viewed as a
time-averaged direction as long as the fluctuation is relatively small. On the
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other hand, the velocity itself is a three-dimensional, time dependent vector
that changes second after second.
To expand the 2ω×v Coriolis term, firstly it is necessary to understand
the structure of the new rotation vector. Note that the downwind-matching
coordinate system and the original east-north-upwards oriented system are
different only in a rotation around the z axis. Let θ denote the angle be-
tween the respective x axes, φ denotes the latitude, then the rotation vector
expressed in the downwind-matching coordinate system becomes


cos(θ) − sin(θ) 0
sin(θ) cos(θ) 0
0 0 1




0
f cos(φ)
f sin(φ)

 = f


− sin(θ) cos(φ)
cos(θ) cos(φ)
sin(φ)

 . (9)
Now, let
α = −2f sin(θ) cos(φ), β = 2f cos(θ) cos(φ), γ = 2f sin(φ),
i.e. 2ω = (α, β, γ), then using this, the Coriolis force takes the form


α
β
γ

×


u1
u2
ǫu3

 =


βǫu3 − γu2
γu1 − αǫu3
αu2 − βu1

 . (10)
Thus, these are the terms that appear in the three velocity equations
below; but note that in the rescaled version of the vertical velocity equation
the third component of the Coriolis term is present with an ǫ multiplier,
which is obtained from the ǫ term in the denominator of ∂zp.
Using the expanded form of the Coriolis terms and applying the scaling
process (7) combined with (2), we arrive to the merged anisotropic equations
of the polluted atmosphere above inland surface:
∂tu
ǫ
1 + u
ǫ · ∇uǫ1 −∆νuǫ1 − γuǫ2 + ǫβuǫ3 + ∂1pǫ = 0 in Ω× (0, T ) (11)
∂tu
ǫ
2 + u
ǫ · ∇uǫ2 −∆νuǫ2 + γuǫ1 − αǫuǫ3 + ∂2pǫ = 0 in Ω× (0, T ) (12)
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ǫ2{∂tuǫ3 + uǫ · ∇uǫ3 −∆νuǫ3}+ ǫαuǫ2 − ǫβuǫ1 + ∂3pǫ = 0 in Ω× (0, T ) (13)
∇ · uǫ = 0 in Ω× (0, T ) (14)
∂tc
ǫ + uǫ · ∇cǫ = ǫK1∂211cǫ +K2∂222cǫ +K3∂233cǫ + sǫ in Ω× (0, T ). (15)
The initial condition for the velocity and the pollution concentration are
uǫ(·, t = 0) = u0, cǫ(·, t = 0) = c0 in Ω. (16)
We will specify the regularity of the initial data in Sections 3 and 4
according to the fact whether we are dealing with weak or strong solutions.
This system will become complete when we define the boundary condi-
tions — we describe these in detail in Sections 3 and 4 as they are chosen
with different considerations depending on the type of the solutions we are
dealing with.
If we assume uǫ = O(1), then neglecting the ǫ2 and ǫ including terms
in the anisotropic equations, we formally arrive to the hydrostatic Navier-
Stokes equations (i.e. primitive equations) combined with pollution.
∂tu1 + u · ∇u1 −∆νu1 − γu2 + ∂1p = 0 in Ω× (0, T ) (17)
∂tu2 + u · ∇u2 −∆νu2 + γu1 + ∂2p = 0 in Ω× (0, T ) (18)
∂3p = 0 in Ω× (0, T ) (19)
∇ · u = 0 in Ω× (0, T ) (20)
∂tc+ u · ∇c = K2∂222c+K3∂233c+ s in Ω× (0, T ) (21)
ui(·, t = 0) = u0i, c(·, t = 0) = c0 in Ω, i = 1,2 (22)
The specific definitions of the sǫ and s source terms also depend on
whether we consider weak or strong solutions. In both cases they are funda-
mentally based on the notion of the nascent delta function with parameter
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ǫ and the delta distribution, but their exact definitions will be given in the
subsections according to the regularity of the solutions.
To conclude the description of the model we highlight an important
feature of the system that is suggested also by the structure of the governing
equations (15) and (21). With respect to pollution diffusion, directions y
and z have a particular and shared importance compared to the x direction,
namely that we have diffusion taking place on O(1) scale in the former ones.
This suggests the introduction of the generalised direction d which includes
directions y and z (similarly to the more standard concept of h standing for
the horizontal directions x and y). Furthermore, we accordingly introduce
the notations ∆d = K2∂
2
22 +K3∂
2
33 and ∇d = (∂2, ∂3).
The following two sections are dedicated to state and prove a rigorous
connection on the level of solutions between the anisotropic and hydrostatic
models described above. Section 3 focuses on the verification of a conver-
gence result between the models (11)-(16) and (17)-(22) in the framework
of weak solutions. In Section 4 we apply stronger initial regularities and –
from the computations’ point of view – a more favourable boundary struc-
ture: here we describe an analogous result to that in Section 3, but the
statement holds for strong solutions.
3 Weak solutions framework
This section is dedicated to extend the weak convergence result of [15] to
the downwind-matching coordinate system in the framework of weak solu-
tions. We begin by making the modelling equations complete by defining the
boundary conditions. In the scenario of weak solutions we aim to be as close
as possible to the original domain, thus we consider a classical non-periodic
local domain on the surface of the Earth with minimal modifications due to
the new ǫ term.
Here the boundary structure of the domain is identical to what we used
in [15], i.e. the upper boundary of the Ω domain is denoted by ΓU , the
lateral boundary is ΓL, and the lower boundary of the domain is ΓG, while
the complete boundary is denoted by Γ (see Figure 1). For simplicity we
assume that the altitude of Ω is 1, thus we can also express the full domain
as Ω = ΓG × [0, 1], which will be useful later for estimating integrals.
The boundary conditions to describe the anisotropic system can be sum-
marised as
11
ΩΓU
ΓG
ΓL ΓL
Figure 1: The boundary structure of Ω for the case of weak solutions
uǫ = 0 on Γ× (0, T ),
cǫ = 0 on (ΓU ∪ ΓL)× (0, T ),
∂2c
ǫ = ∂3c
ǫ = 0 on ΓG × (0, T ), ∂1cǫ = σ ∈ L2(0, T ; ΓG),
(23)
while for the hydrostatic case we use
u1 = u2 = u3 = 0 on Γ× (0, T )
c = 0 on (ΓU ∪ ΓL)× (0, T ),
∂2c = ∂3c = 0 on ΓG × (0, T ), ∂1c = σ ∈ L2L2(0, T ; ΓG).
(24)
The meaning of ∂1c
ǫ = σ above is that we naturally assume ∂1c
ǫ to
be equal to some sufficiently regular σ function defined on the respective
boundary — this well-known technique is also used for example for the case
of modelling wind traction effect on the surface of the ocean (see [6]).
As we have mentioned it in the introduction, in this case we will work
with a more regular uh0 ∈ H1 initial data, so we directly use the u3 = 0
equality on the boundary instead of the original u3n3 = 0 constraint that
we had used.
We highlight the difference between the boundary conditions of the orig-
inal, east-north oriented, and the new, downwind-matching model for the
case of weak solutions.
The difference in the kind of boundary conditions we can ”afford” to
have on the lower boundary for the concentration comes from the energy
inequality. In the east-north-upwards oriented coordinate system we do not
have an ǫ in the diffusion matrix, and thus, having any of the ∂ic
ǫ terms
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different from 0 does not create any problems, not even for the case of the
ocean where ∂3c
ǫ becomes nonzero as well (they are required however to be
bounded of course). On the other hand, the downwind-matching coordinate
system brings in an ǫ term in front of the K1 diffusion coefficient, which
makes the model more sensitive to assigning boundary conditions for cǫ. This
means that we can not anymore have the relatively relaxed boundedness
requirement for any ∂ic
ǫ except for i = 1. All other ∂2c
ǫ, ∂3c
ǫ derivatives
must be zero on the lower boundary, otherwise they would result in an
(ǫ − const.) negative term appearing in the energy inequality — for more
details see Section 3.2. This also means that we will consider exclusively the
inland domain scenario for the case of this coordinate system.
Concerning the initial data, we set
uh0 ∈ H1(Ω), u30 ∈ L2(Ω) with ∇ · u0 = 0, and c0 ∈ L2(Ω).
We highlight here that we are still working in classical Leray framework of
weak solutions, even though we use an H1(Ω) regularity assumption on uh0,
which is stronger than the more usual L2 space regularity requirement for
weak solutions ([6], [15]). The reason we need this stronger regularity is to
counterbalance the decreased control we have on the concentration function
due to the coordinate choice, but overall this does not lead us out of the
field of weak solutions.
Finally, the sǫ and s source terms are formulated in the spirit of our
previous result [15]: the hydrostatic s function is defined as a point source,
while the anisotropic source function sǫ is modelled with a parametrised
nascent delta function. For simplicity we assume here that the pollution
process begins at t = 0, thus we omit the multiplication by a Heaviside
function representing the activation of the source, furthermore without loss
of generality we assume that the source is centred in x = 0 and we set the
intensity constant I to be 1.
Let δǫ be the approximation of the δ distribution given below:
δǫ =


1
ǫ3
exp
(
1
| xǫ |2−1
)
|x| < ǫ
0 |x| ≥ ǫ.
(25)
Following the main ideas described above, we set
sǫ = δǫ, s = δ. (26)
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3.1 Weak Formulation and Main Result
In this section we describe the weak formulation of the merged equations in
both the anisotropic and hydrostatic case, and we state our main result.
We need to define the following spaces:
C∞Γ (Ω) = {ϕ ∈ C∞(Ω¯);ϕ = 0 on some neighbourhood of Γ}
HkΓ(Ω) = C
∞
Γ (Ω)
Hk(Ω)
= {v ∈ Hk(Ω); v = 0 on Γ}
V = {u ∈ H1Γ(Ω)×H1Γ(Ω)×H1Γ(Ω);∇ · u = 0 in Ω}
H(∂3,Ω) = {v ∈ L2(Ω); ∂3v ∈ L2(Ω)}
HΓ(∂3,Ω) = C∞0 (Ω)
H(∂3,Ω)
= {v ∈ H(∂3,Ω); v = 0 on Γ}
W = {u ∈ H1Γ(Ω)×H1Γ(Ω)×HΓ(∂3,Ω);∇ · u = 0 in Ω}
Then the weak formulation of the hydrostatic system (17) - (22), (24)
takes the following form.
Definition 1. Find (u, c) such that u = (uh, u3) ∈ L2(0, T ;W) with uh ∈
L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)2), and c ∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)) with ∂2c, ∂3c ∈ L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)),
such that
∫ T
0
[
− (uh, ∂tu˜h) + (∇νuh,∇νu˜h)− (uh, (u · ∇)u˜h) + (b(uh), u˜h)
]
dt
= −(uh0, u˜h(0)) dt
(27)
and
+
∫ T
0
[
− (c, ∂tc˜)− (uc,∇c˜) +K2(∂2c, ∂2c˜) +K3(∂3c, ∂3c˜)
]
dt
= −(c0, c˜(0)) +
∫ T
0
(s, c˜) dt
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for all (u˜, c˜) with u˜ = (u˜h, u˜3) ∈ H1(0, T,W), with u˜h(T ) = 0 and
∂3u˜h ∈ L∞(0, T ;L3(Ω)2) and c˜ with c˜ ∈ L2(0, T,H3Γ(Ω)), c˜ ∈ H1(0, T, L2),
c˜(T ) = 0.
Giving definition to the weak formulation of the (11) - (16), (23) anisotro-
pic system we underline a feature regarding the spaces we use here. The
velocity part of the solution is set to be in Cw since it corresponds to the
requirements of the proof detailed later. Even though we do not need the
same weak continuity in time for the concentration function, this follows
as a consequence once the velocity is a Leray-Hopf weak solution. Thus,
overall we work with Leray-Hopf weak solutions, but the spaces in the below
definition are kept minimal (in other words we use L∞ regularity instead of
Cw regularity where it is sufficient).
Definition 2. Find uǫ = (uh, u
ǫ
3) ∈ L2(0, T ;V) ∩ Cw(0, T ;L2(Ω)3) and
cǫ ∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)), such that
∫ T
0
[
− (uǫh, ∂tu˜h) + (∇νuǫh,∇νu˜h)− (uǫh, (uǫ · ∇)u˜h) + (b(uǫh), u˜h)
]
dt
+ ǫβ
∫ T
0
[
(uǫ3, u˜1)− (uǫ1, u˜3)
]
dt+ ǫα
∫ T
0
[
(uǫ2, u˜3)− (uǫ3, u˜2)
]
dt
+ ǫ2
∫ T
0
[− (uǫ3, ∂tu˜3) + (uǫ · ∇uǫ3, u˜3) + (∇νuǫ3,∇ν u˜3)] dt
= −(uǫh0, u˜h(0)) − ǫ2(uǫ30, u˜3(0)) dt (28)
and
∫ T
0
[
− (cǫ, ∂tc˜)− (uǫcǫ,∇c˜) + ǫK1(∂1cǫ, ∂1c˜)− ǫK1σ
[
c˜
]
ΓG
+K2(∂2c
ǫ, ∂2c˜) +K3(∂3c
ǫ, ∂3c˜)
]
dt
= −(c0, c˜(0)) +
∫ T
0
(sǫ, c˜) dt
for all u˜ = (u˜h, u˜3) ∈ H1(0, T ;V) with u˜(T ) = 0 and c˜ such that c˜ ∈
H1(0, T,H3Γ(Ω)) and c˜(T ) = 0.
Now we are ready to state the main theorem of this section.
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Theorem 1. Let uh0 ∈ H1(Ω), u30 ∈ L2(Ω) with ∇ · u0 = 0,u0 = 0 on
∂Ω; let c0 ∈ L2(Ω), c0 = 0 on ∂Ω, and assume that the boundary conditions
(23) hold; then as the aspect ratio ǫ tends to zero, any weak solution (uǫ, cǫ)
of the anisotropic equations (11) - (16) converges to a weak solution (u, c)
of the hydrostatic equations of the polluted atmosphere (17) - (22).
The statement of the main theorem of this first part of the paper is
analogous to our previous result stated for the case of the geophysical frame,
but we highlight the difference that here we use the initial data uh0 ∈
H1, while for the case of the geophysical frame an L2 initial velocity was
sufficient.
3.2 Proof of the main theorem
This section is dedicated to the verification of Theorem 1. Structurally
we follow a similar chain of thought as in our previous paper — until the
point where the proof diverges reaching the weak convergence of the non-
linear term uǫ3c
ǫ, where in this case we can not benefit from an H1-regular
concentration function. In more detail, we begin by calculating the energy
inequality and collect the a priori estimates that derive from it, then ver-
ify the less problematic weak convergence results. Finally we elaborate the
steps that bring the convergence of the uǫ3c
ǫ term to a closure. The main
idea here is to temporarily ignore the cǫ function and prove a strong con-
vergence result considering only the velocity functions. Throughout this
step we go beyond the weak solutions quality and show that we are working
with strong solutions. In this new setting with more favourable regularities
we can prove the convergence result we need, and eventually return to the
frame of weak solutions where we can merge back together the velocity and
concentration functions into a unified solution. Finally as a byproduct we
get a convergence rate for the velocity (see Proposition 3).
3.2.1 Energy inequality and a priori estimates
Calculating the energy inequality for the anisotropic system, we obtain that
for a.e. t ∈ [0, T ] the following holds:
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12
(
∥∥uǫh(t)∥∥2L2 + ǫ2
∥∥uǫ3(t)∥∥2L2 +
∥∥cǫ(t)∥∥2
L2
) +
∫ t
0
[∥∥∇νuǫh∥∥2L2 + ǫ2‖∇νuǫ3‖2L2
]
dτ
+
∫ t
0
[
ǫK1‖∂1cǫ‖2L2 +K2‖∂2cǫ‖2L2 +K3‖∂3cǫ‖2L2
]
dτ
≤
∫ t
0
(sǫ, cǫ) dτ +
1
2
(
∥∥uǫh(0)∥∥2L2 + ǫ2
∥∥uǫ3(0)∥∥2L2 +‖cǫ0‖2L2)
+
∫ t
0
ǫK1〈∂1cǫ, cǫ〉ΓG dτ
(29)
Using standard techniques, the generalised Young inequality with a ζ > 0
constant, the Ho¨lder inequality and the Trace Theorem, (29) takes the final
form
1
2
(
∥∥uǫh(t)∥∥2L2 + ǫ2
∥∥uǫ3(t)∥∥2L2 +
∥∥cǫ(t)∥∥2
L2
) +
∫ t
0
[∥∥∇νuǫh∥∥2L2 + ǫ2‖∇νuǫ3‖2L2
]
dτ
+
∫ t
0
[
(ǫK1 − ζ ǫ
2
K1cT (cS + 1))‖∂1cǫ‖2L2 + (K2 − ζ
ǫ
2
K1cT (cS + 1))‖∂2cǫ‖2L2
+ (K3 − ζ ǫ
2
K1cT (cS + 1))‖∂3cǫ‖2L2
]
dτ
≤ 1
ζ
K1
ǫ
2
∫ t
0
‖∂1cǫ‖2L2(ΓG) +
1
2
(
∥∥uǫh(0)∥∥2L2 + ǫ2
∥∥uǫ3(0)∥∥2L2 +
∥∥cǫ(0)∥∥2
L2
)
+
∫ t
0
(sǫ, cǫ) dτ, (30)
where cT and cS are the constants provided by the Trace Theorem and
Sobolev embeddings. The boundary term is bounded because of the a priori
assumptions made on the boundary conditions.
The right-hand side of the energy inequality is now apparently bounded,
and it is easy to see that the coefficients of the pollution terms on the
left-hand side are positive, since the ζ constant of the generalised Young
inequality can be freely chosen in a way such that the requirements ǫK1(1−
ζ 12cT (cS + 1)) > 0, (K2 − ζ ǫ2K1cT (cS + 1)) > 0, (K3 − ζ ǫ2K1cT (cS + 1)) > 0
are all satisfied.
We note that the most significant difference in this new form of the
energy inequality (30) is having
√
ǫ∂1c
ǫ in the place of ∂1c
ǫ, which is what
we had for the case of the geophysical coordinate system. It leads to the
disappearance of the H1 regularity of cǫ, and thus we don’t have the strong
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convergence feature of the concentration function anymore — which was of
key importance for proving the weak convergence of a nonlinear term in the
case of the classical geophysical frame.
This form of the energy inequality also shows why we need the ∂2c
ǫ, ∂3c
ǫ
terms to vanish on the boundary. Otherwise, using the Trace Theorem on
these boundary terms would contribute to the appearance of negative, ǫ-free
terms in the coefficient of‖∂1cǫ‖2L2 , which would undermine the structure of
the energy inequality.
From the final form of the energy inequality (30) we obtain uniform a
priori estimates that we summarise in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Let uǫ1, u
ǫ
2, u
ǫ
3 and c
ǫ be the weak solutions of the system
(11) - (15) in the sense of Definition 2. Then it holds,
uǫ1, u
ǫ
2, ǫu
ǫ
3, c
ǫ are bounded in L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)), (31)
uǫ3 is bounded in L
2(0, T ;L2(Ω)), (32)
uǫ1, u
ǫ
2, ǫu
ǫ
3 are bounded in L
2(0, T ;H1(Ω)), (33)√
ǫ∂1c
ǫ, ∂2c
ǫ, ∂3c
ǫ are bounded in L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)). (34)
For the details of the proof see [15].
3.2.2 Weak convergence - Part 1.
The convergence of the linear terms and also the convergence of the non-
linear terms with the exception of uǫ3c
ǫ can be proved analogously as in
our previous paper — the proofs of these properties are not affected by the
changes induced by choosing to use the downwind-matching coordinate sys-
tem. Hence, for completeness we will describe the main steps leading up to
obtaining these results, but we will skip the details. For technical or specific
issues see [6] and [15].
As a consequence of Proposition 1, up to subsequences still denoted by
the same way, we have the following weak convergence results.
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uǫh ⇀ uh weakly in L
∞
t L
2
x ∩ L2tH1x, (35)
ǫ2uǫ3 → 0 strongly in L∞t L2x ∩ L2tH1x, (36)
uǫ3 ⇀ u3 weakly in L
2
tL
2
x, (37)
cǫ ⇀ c weakly in L∞t L
2
x, (38)
∂2c
ǫ ⇀ ∂2c weakly in L
2
tL
2
x, (39)
∂3c
ǫ ⇀ ∂3c weakly in L
2
tL
2
x, (40)√
ǫ∂1c
ǫ ⇀ e weakly for some limit element e in L2tL
2
x. (41)
In order to conclude the proof of Theorem 1 we pass to the limit in the
weak formulation (28). Taking the limit for the linear terms can be done
in a standard way using the previously obtained results. The convergence
of the nonlinear velocity terms (i.e. nonlinear terms that do not include
the concentration function), requiring the compactness of uǫh, will be the
direct consequence of our calculations detailed in the following subsection
(see (49) in Proposition 3), observe however that for these specific terms
the original argument of [15] works too. In particular, the convergence of
these velocity terms can be shown applying a generalisation of the classical
translation criterium of Riesz-Fre´chet-Kolmogorov (see Theorem 5.1 in [6])
which enables us to get strong convergence for the horizontal velocities. This
is achieved by establishing a bound for the perturbation of uh of the form
‖τυuh − uh‖L2(0,T−υ,H2∗) ≤ ϕ(υ) + ψ(ǫ), where ϕ and ψ are appropriate
functions with their limits vanishing at zero, and τυuh = uh(t + υ). After
obtaining strong convergence for uh, the proof of the convergence for these
nonlinear terms can be closed by applying basic interpolation techniques and
the generalised Ho¨lder inequality. Finally, as for the concentration-including
nonlinear terms, we have the convergence of (uic
ǫ, ∂ic˜) for i = 1, 2, since
as we mentioned before, we have the strong convergence of the horizontal
velocities — while in the case of i = 3 this property does not hold for u3
and from the energy bound we do not have more than the weak convergence
of cǫ. Because of its complexity we handle this specific nonlinear compound
product term in the next section.
3.2.3 Weak convergence - Part 2.
As we mentioned before, the cornerstone idea for obtaining the convergence
of the remaining product term uǫ3c
ǫ is to exploit the H1 regularity of the
initial horizontal velocity. Indeed, given an H1 initial data for uh, according
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to the theory developed in [12], there exists a unique global strong solution
for the primitive equations (17) - (20). We recall here this result (for more
details see [12]).
Theorem 2. Let uh0 ∈ H1(Ω). Then there exists a unique strong solution
uh of the reformulated Primitive Equations (17) - (20), (22) such that
uh ∈ C([0,∞),H1(Ω)) ∩ L2loc([0,∞),H2(Ω))
and
∂tuh ∈ L2loc([0,∞), L2(Ω)).
In more detail, we have the following regularities for the strong solution
of the primitive equations for the case of an H1 initial data:
Corollary 1. Let (uh, u3) be the the unique global strong solution to the
primitive equations (17) - (20) with an initial data uh0 ∈ H1(Ω). Then we
have the following boundedness result:
sup
0≤t<∞
‖uh‖2H1 (t) +
∫ ∞
0
‖∇uh‖2H1 dt ≤ κ(‖uh0‖H1 ,ΓG).
This is a direct consequence of Theorem 2, but for completeness we also
mention that for the simpler case of a periodic domain it has also been
verified in [19], where the proof becomes more straightforward thanks to the
structure of the domain.
The result of Corollary 1 on the strong solutions of the primitive equa-
tions will be indispensable later, as we will use these strong solution functions
for testing the scaled Navier-Stokes equations.
The following part of the proof is dedicated to verifying the strong con-
vergence of uǫ3, and is based on the idea of [19] — our scenario is different
however in that a) first of all our domain is bounded, while the domain the
authors of [19] consider is periodic, b) we do not assume zero-averaged func-
tions, and finally c) in our case the Coriolis terms are incorporated to the
model as well. Our strategy in providing the proof is to give a self-contained
result that describes all the steps that build up the verification process, but
we elaborate in more detail where the above mentioned a), b), c) points
have a tangible effect. Some technical details that are identical to those in
[19] will be skipped.
Another structural difference we need to underline in connection with
the proof is that instead of using the [−1, 1] set to represent the ǫ-free verti-
cal domain (i.e. the ΓL section), we use [0, 1], without assuming the vertical
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velocity function uǫ3 to be odd with respect to z. The vertical section is
commonly set to [−1, 1], or equivalently, to [−a, a] in works that use the
periodical domain scenario, see also [9], [10]. In our case however we use
a bounded domain without the assuming a symmetry line in the vertical
midpoint — thus we work with the [0, 1] set as the vertical domain. As a
consequence, the Ladyzhenskaya-type inequality presented in different ver-
sions in [11] and [19] will be used here in the following form:
Lemma 1. The inequalities
∫
ΓG
(∫ 1
0
f(x, y, z) dz
)(∫ 1
0
g(x, y, z)h(x, y, z) dz
)
dxdy
.‖f‖1/22
(‖f‖1/22 +‖∇hf‖1/22 )‖g‖2‖h‖1/22 (‖h‖1/22 +‖∇hh‖1/22 ),
and
∫
ΓG
(∫ 1
0
f(x, y, z) dz
)(∫ 1
0
g(x, y, z)h(x, y, z) dz
)
dxdy
.‖f‖2‖g‖1/22
(‖g‖1/22 +‖∇hg‖1/22 )‖h‖1/22 (‖h‖1/22 +‖∇hh‖1/22 )
hold true for any f, g, h set of functions such that the right-hand sides
make sense and are finite.
Note that this lemma simply states the inequality for the complete do-
main even in the version in [19], not assuming an odd uǫ3 function or a
z-symmetrical vertical structure of Ω.
The main idea in order to prove the strong convergence of uǫ3 lies in
establishing a bound of O(ǫa) for some a > 0 for the difference
(Uǫh, U
ǫ
3) := (u
ǫ
h − uh, uǫ3 − u3). (42)
This will be achieved by using the strong solution (uh, u3) as a test function
in the weak formulation’s integral identity (28). Following this method we
arrive to
Proposition 2. Let (uǫh, u
ǫ
3) and (uh, u3) be the solutions of (11) - (14) and
(17) - (20), respectively, with initial data (uh0, u30), where uh0 ∈ H1(Ω) and
u30 = −
∫ z
0 ∇h · uh0 dz′. Then we have the following integral identity:
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− ǫ
2
2
∥∥u3(t)∥∥22 +
(
(uǫh · uh + ǫ2uǫ3u3) dxdy dz
)
(t)
+
∫
Qt
(−uǫh · ∂tuh +∇uǫh : ∇uh + ǫ2∇uǫ3 · ∇u3) dxdy dz ds
=
ǫ2
2
‖u30‖22 +‖uh0‖22 + ǫ2
∫
Qt
(∫ z
0
∂tuh dz
′
)
· ∇hU ǫ3 dxdy dz ds
−
∫
Qt
[(uǫ · ∇)uǫh · uh + ǫ2uǫ · ∇uǫ3u3] dxdy dz ds
+
∫
Qt
(γuǫ2u1 − ǫβuǫ3u1 + αǫuǫ3u2 − γuǫ1u2 − ǫαuǫ2u3 + ǫβuǫ1u3)
(43)
for any t ∈ [0,∞), where Qt = Ω× (0, t).
Proof. We recall the definition of weak solution for the scaled Navier-Stokes
equations:
∫
Q
[−(uǫh · ∂tu˜h + ǫ2uǫ3∂tu˜3) + ((uǫ · ∇)uǫh · u˜h + ǫ2uǫ · ∇uǫ3u˜3) +∇uǫh : ∇u˜h
+ ǫ2∇uǫ3 · ∇u˜3] dxdy dz dt =
∫
Q
(uh0 · u˜h(·, 0) + ǫ2u30u˜3(·, 0)) dxdy dz
+
∫
Q
γuǫ2u˜1 − ǫβuǫ3u˜1 + αǫuǫ3u˜2 − γuǫ1u˜2 − ǫαuǫ2u˜3 + ǫβuǫ1u˜3
(44)
for any u˜ = (u˜h, u˜3) ∈ H1(0, T ;V) with u˜(T ) = 0.
Now, let’s define χ ∈ C∞0 ([0,∞)) with 0 ≤ χ ≤ 1 and χ(0) = 1 and
set u˜ = (uh, u3)χ(t). By using the density argument it is valid to choose
this u˜ function as a testing function as long as all the integral terms remain
well-defined in (44), which we verify in the following.
It is important to highlight at this point that since we are not restricted
to zero-averaged functions and we are not on a periodic domain, we need to
pay special attention when verifying boundedness results using the Poincare´
inequality. Note that as the value of the velocity functions are defined to be
zero on the boundary, any first-order estimate of the type
∥∥uǫh∥∥ ≤∥∥∇uǫh∥∥ is
valid, using the zero-trace version of the Poincare´ inequality for functions
in W 1,20 . However, since it is only the value of the functions that vanishes
on the boundary, but not their derivatives, higher order estimates such as
22
passing from
∥∥∇uǫh∥∥ to∥∥∆uǫh∥∥ in the process of constructing an upper bound
can not be applied in general. Which is why, for example, the estimate of
the the term below is rather involved as follows:
∫
Q
|uǫ||∇uǫ3||u3|χ dxdy dz
≤
∫ T
0
∫
ΓG
(∫ 1
0
|uǫ||∇uǫ3|dz
∫ 1
0
|∇huh| dz
)
dxdy dt
.
∫ T
0
‖uǫ‖1/22 ‖∇uǫ‖1/22 ‖∇uǫ3‖2‖∇huh‖1/22 (‖∇huh‖1/22 +‖∆uh‖1/22 ) dt
. sup
0≤t≤T
(
‖uǫ‖1/22 ‖∇uh‖1/22
)(∫ T
0
‖∇uǫ‖22 dt
)1/4(∫ T
0
‖∇uǫ3‖22 dt
)1/2
×
(∫ T
0
‖∆uh‖22 dt
)1/4
+ sup
0≤t≤T
(
‖uǫ‖1/22 ‖∇uh‖2
)(∫ T
0
‖∇uǫ‖2 dt
)1/2(∫ T
0
‖∇uǫ3‖22 dt
)1/2
.
(45)
The validity of the remaining integral terms are not affected by the
boundary change and they are guaranteed by the regularities of the respec-
tive solution functions and using basic inequalities. For completeness we
remark that the more delicate and problematic terms – i.e. the terms where
the testing function is defined via the less regular u3 vertical velocity – are
still well-defined. This can be verified firstly by rewriting the
∫
Q u
ǫ
3∂tu˜3 term
as
∫
Q
uǫ3∂t(u3χ) dxdy dz dt =
∫ ∞
0
〈∂t(u3χ), uǫ3〉H−1×H1 dt.
The validity of the integral term can be shown using this modified form
pointing out that ∂tuh is in L
2
loc([0,∞), L2(Ω)) because of Theorem 2, and as
a consequence ∂tu3 has an H
−1 space regularity (using the divergence-free
condition).
On the other hand, the
∫
Q∇uǫ3 : ∇(u3χ) term is well-defined since u3 as
a strong solution has H1 space regularity, and the same holds for the weak
solution uǫ3.
Now we are justified to take u˜ as a test function, and thus, rewriting
some of the integral terms in (44) in a more convenient form, we have
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∫
Q
(−uǫh · ∂tuh +∇uǫh : ∇uh + ǫ2∇uǫ3 · ∇u3)χ dxdy dz dt
− ǫ2
∫ ∞
0
〈∂tu3, uǫ3〉H−1×H1χ dt−
∫
Q
(uǫh · uh + ǫ2uǫ3u3)χ′ dxdy dz dt
= −
∫
Q
[(uǫ · ∇)uǫh · uh + ǫ2uǫ · ∇uǫ3u3]χ dxdy dz dt+‖uh0‖22 + ǫ2‖u30‖22
+
∫
Q
(γuǫ2u1 − ǫβuǫ3u1 + αǫuǫ3u2 − γuǫ1u2 − ǫαuǫ2u3 + ǫβuǫ1u3)χ,
(46)
for any χ ∈ C∞0 ([0,∞)), with 0 ≤ χ ≤ 1 and χ(0) = 1.
Since the estimate (43) is localised in time, we take an arbitrary t0 ∈
(0,∞) and a sufficiently small positive δ ∈ (0, t0). Choose a cut-off function
with the properties χδ ∈ C∞0 [0, t0), such that χδ ≡ 1 on [0, t0−δ], 0 ≤ χδ ≤ 1
on [t0 − δ, t0) and
∣∣χ′δ∣∣ ≤ 2δ on [0, t0). Now, taking χ = χδ in (46) as δ → 0,
one can arrive to the desired equality after performing the calculations for
passing to the limit. It is easy to see that because of the velocities vanishing
on the boundaries, the technical details remain uneffected, even though we
are not on a periodic domain.
In more detail, the term 〈∂tu3, uǫ3〉H−1×H1 now takes the form
〈∂tu3, uǫ3〉H−1×H1 = −
〈
∇h ·
(∫ z
0
∂tuh dz
′
)
, uǫ3
〉
= −
∫
∂Ω
(∫ z
0
∂tuh dz
′
)
uǫ3nh +
∫
Ω
(∫ z
0
∂tuh dz
′
)
· ∇huǫ3 dxdy dz,
(47)
where nh is the horizontal component of the outward facing normal vec-
tor on the ∂Ω boundary.
By using that uǫ3 = 0 on ∂Ω we arrive easily to the more simple
〈∂tu3, uǫ3〉H−1×H1 =
∫
Ω
(∫ z
0
∂tuh dz
′
)
· ∇huǫ3 dxdy dz,
which is the form one would have on a periodic domain. Similarly,
〈∂tu3, uǫ3 − u3〉H−1×H1 =
∫
Ω
(∫ z
0
∂tuh dz
′
)
· ∇h(uǫ3 − u3),
as the boundary term∫
∂Ω
(∫ z
0
∂tuh dz
′
)
(uǫ3 − u3)nh
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becomes zero, since we have u3 = 0, u
ǫ
3 = 0 on Γ.
After some technical details that we omit here we eventually obtain
− ǫ
2
2
∥∥u3(t0)∥∥22 +
(
(uǫh · uh + ǫ2uǫ3u3) dxdy dz
)
(t0)
+
∫
Qt0
(−uǫh · ∂tuh +∇uǫh : ∇uh + ǫ2∇uǫ3 · ∇u3) dxdy dz dt
=
ǫ2
2
‖u30‖22 +‖uh0‖22 + ǫ2
∫
Qt0
(∫ z
0
∂tuh dz
′
)
· ∇hU ǫ3 dxdy dz dt
−
∫
Qt0
[(uǫ · ∇)uǫh · uh + ǫ2uǫ · ∇uǫ3u3] dxdy dz dt
+
∫
Qt0
(γuǫ2u1 − ǫβuǫ3u1 + αǫuǫ3u2 − γuǫ1u2 − ǫαuǫ2u3 + ǫβuǫ1u3)
(48)
for any t0 ∈ [0,∞), which verifies the statement of the proposition.
With this we are ready to estimate the difference between the solutions
of the scaled and hydrostatic equations, which is described by the following
proposition.
Proposition 3. Let (uǫh, u
ǫ
3) and (uh, u3) be the solutions of (11) - (14) and
(17) - (20), respectively, with initial data (uh0, u30), where uh0 ∈ H1(Ω) and
u30 = −
∫ z
0 ∇h ·uh0 dz′. Then the following estimate holds for the difference
function (Uǫh, U
ǫ
3) :
sup
0≤t<∞
(
∥∥Uǫh∥∥22 + ǫ2‖U ǫ3‖22)(t) +
∫ ∞
0
(
∥∥∇Uǫh∥∥22 + ǫ2‖∇U ǫ3‖22) ds
≤ κ(‖uh0‖H1 ,ΓG)ǫ2(‖uh0‖22 + ǫ2‖u30‖22 + 1).
(49)
Proof. Multiplying the horizontal part of the hydrostatic equations, i.e.
equations (17)–(18) by uǫh and integrating the result over Qt0 , by utilis-
ing the divergence-free condition and the zero velocity boundary conditions,
we have
∫
Qt0
(∂tuh · uǫh +∇uh : ∇uǫh) dxdy dz dt
= −
∫
Qt0
(u · ∇)uh · uǫh + γu2uǫ1 − γu1uǫ2 dxdy dz dt.
(50)
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On the other hand, multiplying the same (17)–(18) equations by uh
instead, and integrating again on Qt0 , we arrive to
1
2
∥∥uh(t0)∥∥22 +
∫ t0
0
‖∇uh‖22 dt =
1
2
‖uh0‖22 , (51)
for any t0 ∈ [0,∞). At the same time we also know by definition that
1
2
(
∥∥uǫh(t0)∥∥22 + ǫ2
∥∥uǫ3(t0)∥∥22) +
∫ t0
0
(
∥∥∇uǫh∥∥22 + ǫ2‖∇uǫ3‖22) ds
≤ 1
2
(‖uh0‖22 + ǫ2‖u30‖22),
(52)
for almost every t0 ∈ [0,∞).
Now, summing (52) and (51) and from their result subtracting (43)
(where we take t = t0) and (50) we obtain
1
2
(
∥∥Uǫh∥∥22 + ǫ2‖U ǫ3‖22)(t0) +
∫ t0
0
(
∥∥∇Uǫh∥∥22 + ǫ2‖∇U ǫ3‖22) dt
≤ −ǫ2
∫
Qt0
[(∫ z
0
∂tuh dz
′
)
· ∇hU ǫ3 +∇u3 · ∇U ǫ3
]
dxdy dz dt
+
∫
Qt0
[(uǫ · ∇)uǫh · uh + (u · ∇)uh · uǫh] dxdy dz dt
+ ǫ2
∫
Qt0
uǫ · ∇uǫ3u3 dxdy dz dt
+
∫
Qt0
ǫβuǫ3u1 − ǫαuǫ3u2 + ǫαuǫ2u3 − ǫβuǫ1u3 dxdy dz dt := I1 + I2 + I3 + I4,
(53)
for almost every t0 ∈ [0,∞).
The next step of the proof is to provide a bound for each of the I1, I2, I3, I4
terms above, in which the regularity of the strong solutions of the primitive
equations (see Corollary 1) plays a crucial role.
Bound for I1. It can be verified easily that for I1 the following bound
holds:
I1 . ζǫ
2‖∇U ǫ3‖2L2(Qt0 ) + ǫ
2κ(‖uh0‖H1 ,ΓG).
Bound for I2. Calculating the bound for the I2 term we arrive to a dif-
ferent expression compared the one obtained in [19] — again, this is a result
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of the modified structure of the domain, and the appearance of new terms
that had previously been implicitly merged into other higher order terms.
Some of the computational details that are independent and unaffected by
the boundary change will be omitted since they are analogous to [19]. It is
important to note however that some of the expressions remain identical in
both versions, but they are correct for different reasons, and thus, most of
these steps will nevertheless be written out in detail.
Firstly, applying integration by parts, the zero boundary condition for
the velocity functions, and the divergence-free condition, I2 becomes
I2 =
∫
Qt0
[(uǫ · ∇)uǫh · uh + (u · ∇)uh · uǫh] dxdy dz dt
=
∫
Qt0
[(uǫ · ∇)uǫh · uh − (u · ∇)uǫh · uh] dxdy dz dt
=
∫
Qt0
[(uǫ − u) · ∇]uǫh · uh dxdy dz dt
=
∫
Qt0
[(uǫ − u) · ∇](uǫh − uh) · uh dxdy dz dt
=
∫
Qt0
[(Uǫh, U
ǫ
3) · ∇]Uǫh · uh dxdy dz dt := I ′2 + I ′′2 .
(54)
In order to estimate I ′2, we will use the zero velocity boundary conditions
which enable us to apply ‖uh‖L6 ≤ C‖uh‖H1 ≤ C‖∇uh‖2 . Combining this
with the Sobolev, Young and Ho¨lder inequalities, we arrive to
I ′2 =
∫
Qt0
(Uǫh · ∇h)Uǫh · uh dxdy dz dt
≤
∫ t0
0
‖Uǫh‖3‖∇Uǫh‖2‖uh‖6 dt .
∫ t0
0
‖Uǫh‖1/22 ‖∇Uǫh‖3/22 ‖∇uh‖2 dt
. ζ‖∇Uǫh‖2L2(Qt0 ) + κ(ζ)
∫ t0
0
‖∇uh‖42 ‖Uǫh‖22 dt.
(55)
On the other hand, estimating I ′′2 , we obtain
I ′′2 =
∫
Qt0
U ǫ3∂zU
ǫ
h · uh dxdy dz dt
=
∫
Qt0
[∇h ·UǫhUǫhuh − U ǫ3Uǫh · ∂zuh] dxdy dz dt := I ′′21 + I ′′22,
(56)
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where I ′′21 can be bounded by the same term as I
′
2 in (55), while for I
′′
22
we will follow the steps below in order to construct an estimate.
I ′′22 = −
∫
Qt0
U ǫ3U
ǫ
h · ∂zuh dxdy dz dt
≤
∫ t0
0
∫
Ω
(∫ z
0
∇h ·Uǫh dz′
)
(Uǫh · ∂zuh) dxdy dz dt
.
∫ t0
0
∫
ΓG
(∫ 1
0
∣∣∇hUǫh∣∣dz
)(∫ 1
0
∣∣Uǫh∣∣|∂zuh| dz
)
dxdy dt
.
∫ t0
0
‖∇Uǫh‖3/22 ‖Uǫh‖1/22 ‖∇uh‖1/22 (‖∇uh‖1/22 +‖∆uh‖1/22 ) dt
. ζ‖∇Uǫh‖22 + κ(ζ)
∫ t0
0
‖∇uh‖22 (‖∇uh‖1/22 +‖∆uh‖1/22 )4‖Uǫh‖22 dt
. ζ‖∇Uǫh‖22 + κ(ζ)
∫ t0
0
‖∇uh‖42 ‖Uǫh‖22 dt+ κ(ζ)
∫ t0
0
‖∇uh‖22‖∆uh‖22 ‖Uǫh‖22 dt,
where we utilised the divergence-free condition, the Young inequality, the
‖Uǫh‖2 ≤ ‖∇Uǫh‖2 first-order bound thanks to the zero boundary conditions,
and we applied Lemma 1 using
f = ∇hUǫh, g = Uǫh, h = ∂zuh.
We highlight the presence of the new, additional term
∫ t0
0 ‖∇uh‖42 ‖Uǫh‖22 dt
in the bound compared to the estimate obtained in [19]. The difference is
manifested at the point when we apply Lemma 1, since we can not apply the
Poincare´ inequality for ∇uh, and as a consequence, instead of‖h‖1/22 ‖∇h‖1/22
we will have the complete ‖h‖1/22 (‖h‖1/22 +‖∇h‖1/22 ) expression, which leads
to the appearance of κ(ζ)
∫ t0
0 ‖∇uh‖42 ‖Uǫh‖22 dt.
Combining the estimates for I ′2, I
′′
21 and I
′′
22, we can estimate the I2 term
by
I2 . ζ‖∇Uǫh‖22+κ(ζ)
∫ t0
0
‖∇uh‖42 ‖Uǫh‖22 dt+κ(ζ)
∫ t0
0
‖∇uh‖22‖∆uh‖22 ‖Uǫh‖22 dt.
Bound for I3. Exploiting the incompressibility condition and the zero
velocity boundary conditions, we have
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I3 = ǫ
2
∫
Qt0
uǫ · ∇uǫ3u3 dxdy dz dt
≤ ǫ2
∫ t0
0
∫
ΓG
(∫ 1
0
∣∣uǫh∣∣|∇hU ǫ3 |+|uǫ3|∣∣∇hUǫh∣∣dz
)(∫ 1
0
|∇huh| dz
)
dxdy dt
. ǫ2
∫ t0
0
(‖uǫh‖1/22 ‖∇uǫh‖1/22 ‖∇U ǫ3‖2
+‖uǫ3‖1/22 ‖∇uǫ3‖1/22 ‖∇hUǫh‖2)‖∇uh‖1/22 (‖∇uh‖1/22 +‖∆uh‖1/22 ) dt
. κ(ζ)ǫ2
∫ t0
0
(
‖uǫh‖22‖∇uǫh‖22 +‖∇uh‖22 (‖∇uh‖1/22 +‖∆uh‖1/22 )4
+ ǫ2‖uǫ3‖22‖∇uǫ3‖22
)
dt+ ζ
(‖∇Uǫh‖2L2(Qt0) + ǫ2‖∇U ǫ3‖2L2(Qt0 )
)
,
(57)
where we used the Young inequality and Lemma 1, keeping in mind that
passing from ‖∇uh‖ to ‖∆uh‖ in the estimating process is not legitimate.
Note at the same time that in this case the additional‖∇uh‖22 ·‖∇uh‖22 term
will not have a permanent role in the bound, as in the following step it
will be estimated by the same κ(‖uh0‖H1 ,ΓG) term that is used to estimate
the Laplacian. Specifically, using Corollary 1 we arrive back to the same
conclusion (58) that was calculated for the boundary-free scenario:
I3 ≤ ζ
(‖∇Uǫh‖2L2(Qt0 ) + ǫ2‖∇U ǫ3‖2L2(Qt0)
)
+ κǫ2[(‖uh0‖22 + ǫ2‖u30‖22)2 + κ(‖uh0‖H1 ,ΓG)],
(58)
where we also used (52).
Bound for I4. We add −ǫβu3u1+ ǫβu3u1− ǫαu3u2+ ǫαu3u2 = 0 to I4,
thus instead of bounding the original version of the term, now we need to
bound the equivalent term
I4 =
∫
Qt0
(ǫαU ǫ2u3−ǫβU ǫ1u3+ǫβU ǫ3u1−ǫαU ǫ3u2) dxdy dz dt = I41+I42+I43+I44.
• Firstly, we have
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I41 =
∫
Qt0
ǫαU ǫ2u3 dxdy dz dt ≤ α
∫ t0
0
‖U ǫ2‖‖ǫu3‖ dt
≤ α
∫ t0
0
ζ‖U ǫ2‖22 dt+ α
∫ t0
0
1
ζ
ǫ2‖u3‖22 dt
≤ α
∫ t0
0
ζ‖∇U ǫ2‖22 dt+ α
∫ t0
0
1
ζ
ǫ2‖u3‖22 dt.
(59)
Here the
∫ t0
0 ζ
∥∥∇U ǫ2∥∥22 term can be merged into the left-hand side of
(53), while
α
∫ t0
0
1
ζ
ǫ2‖u3‖22 ≤ α
1
ζ
ǫ2‖u3‖2L2(Qt0) ≤ α
1
ζ
ǫ2κ(‖uh0‖H1 ,ΓG),
where we used the Corollary 1, and the fact that ‖u3‖ ≤‖∇uh‖ .
Here ζ is the constant of the Young inequality, and it only has to be
small enough to keep the coefficient of
∥∥∇Uǫh∥∥ positive.
• The estimate of the I42 = ǫβU ǫ1u3 term is analogous.
• For the term I43 = ǫβU ǫ3u1 we can use the idea that ‖U ǫ3‖ ≤ ‖∇Uǫh‖.
As we have ∂3u
ǫ
3 = ∇huǫh, and ∂3u3 = ∇huh, we naturally have ∂3U ǫ3 =
∇hUǫh, and by the vertical Poincare´ inequality we have
‖U ǫ3‖ ≤‖∂3U ǫ3‖ =
∥∥∇Uǫh∥∥ .
This way we are able to bound the U ǫ3 term without keeping the ǫ
2
multiplier attached to it when we apply the Young inequality. We have
∫
Qt0
ǫβU ǫ3u1 dxdy dz dt ≤
∫ t0
0
ǫβ‖U ǫ3‖2‖u1‖2 dt ≤
∫ t0
0
ǫβ‖∇Uǫh‖2‖u1‖2 dt,
and finally, after applying the Young inequality we arrive to
I43 =
∫
Qt0
ǫβU ǫ3u1 dxdy dz dt ≤ β2ζ
∫ t0
0
∥∥∇Uǫh∥∥22 ds+ 1ζ ǫ2
∫ t0
0
‖u1‖22 ds
≤ β2ζ
∫ t0
0
∥∥∇Uǫh∥∥22 dt+ 1ζ ǫ2κ(‖uh0‖H1 ,ΓG),
(60)
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where the first term can be merged into the left-hand side of (53).
• The estimate of I44 = αǫU ǫ3u2 is structurally analogous.
Using the bounds we now have for the terms I1, I2, I3 and I4, (53) takes
the form
Φ(t) :=(
∥∥Uǫh∥∥22 + ǫ2‖U ǫ3‖22)(t) +
∫ t
0
(
∥∥∇Uǫh∥∥22 + ǫ2‖∇U ǫ3‖22) ds
. ǫ2[(‖uh0‖22 + ǫ2‖u30‖22)2 + κ(‖uh0‖H1 ,ΓG)]
+
∫ t
0
‖∇uh‖42
∥∥Uǫh∥∥22 ds+
∫ t
0
‖∇uh‖22‖∆uh‖22
∥∥Uǫh∥∥22 ds =: Ψ(t),
for almost any t0 ∈ [0,∞). With this we have
Ψ′(t) =‖∇uh‖42
∥∥Uǫh∥∥22 +‖∇uh‖22‖∆uh‖22
∥∥Uǫh∥∥22
. (‖∇uh‖42 +‖∇uh‖22‖∆uh‖22)Φ(t) . (‖∇uh‖42 +‖∇uh‖22‖∆uh‖22)Ψ(t),
from which, applying the Gro¨nwall inequality and using Corollary 1 we
deduce
Φ(t) . Ψ(t) ≤ eκ
∫ t
0
(‖∇uh‖
4
2
+‖∇uh‖
2
2
‖∆uh‖
2
2
) dsΨ(0) ≤ eκ(‖uh0‖H1 ,ΓG)Ψ(0)
≤ ǫ2κ(‖uh0‖H1 ,ΓG)(‖uh0‖22 + ǫ2‖u30‖22 + 1)2,
which concludes the proof.
Thus, we now have
(
∥∥Uǫh∥∥22 + ǫ2‖U ǫ3‖22)(t) +
∫ t
0
(
∥∥∇Uǫh∥∥22 + ǫ2‖∇U ǫ3‖22) ds ≤ ǫ2κ,
where the κ constant only depends on the domain structure and the
initial data. With this we arrive to the strong convergence result
∇Uǫh → 0 in L2tL2x,
and as a direct consequence, we have
∇uǫh → ∇uh in L2tL2x
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as well. Using the relation between the horizontal and vertical velocity
functions through the divergence-free condition, we immediately obtain
∂3u
ǫ
3 → ∂3u3 in L2tL2x,
and using the vertical Poincare´ inequality eventually we deduce that
uǫ3 → u3 strongly in L2tL2x. (61)
This has been the last missing part of the proof of the main theorem,
since combining the weak convergence result (38) for cǫ and the strong con-
vergence (61) of uǫ3, we are finally able to state that
cǫuǫ3 ⇀ cu3 weakly in L
2
tL
2
x, (62)
and we can conclude the proof of Theorem 1.
4 Strong solutions framework
In this section we increase the regularity of the initial data: specifically, we
assume
uh0 ∈ H3(Ω), u30 ∈ H2(Ω) with ∇ · u0 = 0, and c0 ∈ H2(Ω). (63)
This is of key importance, because using classical results of the framework
of strong solutions, (63) guarantees the existence of the strong solutions uǫ
and cǫ, which is fundamental for our results.
We verify that the previously shown connection between the anisotropic
and hydrostatic equations has an analogous version that holds in the scenario
of strong solutions as well. In order to describe our result we firstly need to
give exact definition to the domain and set the boundary conditions. Here
we follow the main ideas of [8] and create a periodic domain Ω in three steps
as described below.
Remark 3. In the weak solutions framework we defined a local domain
with classical closed boundaries. Preserving this non-periodic domain in the
case of strong solutions would naturally require higher order terms to be
zero on the boundaries (otherwise the computations can not be brought to
a closure, consider for example Lemma 2.2 in [19] in a non-periodic case).
Since in this framework we essentially need a domain structure where the
H2 norm is equivalent to the L2 norm of the Laplacian, thus for simplicity
we use the technically more clear choice of assuming periodic boundaries.
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At the same time we point out that the periodic boundary conditions can be
substituted by boundary conditions of type ∇ku = 0,∇kc = 0, k ≥ 1 defined
on a non-periodic, standard domain. Applying these alternative boundary
conditions it is possible to switch back to a classical domain and still benefit
from the disappearing boundary integrals.
The concept detailed here is a general approach, and we apply it both
in the hydrostatic and anisotropic cases.
Let’s consider Ω0 =M × (−h, 0) with M = (0, 1)× (0, 1). We define the
boundary conditions
uh, u3 and c are periodic in x and y,
(∂3uh, u3)|z=−h,0 = 0,
c|z=−h = 1, c|z=0 = 0.
(64)
Defining a new concentration function c∗ by setting c∗ = c + zh , we
obtain a function that is zero on both the upper and lower boundary of
the domain. This enables us to consider the standard extensions (see also
[19]) of the horizontal velocity, vertical velocity, pressure and concentration
functions to the new Ω =M × (−h, h) domain by requiring these functions
to be even, odd, even and odd in z, respectively, and set the domain to be
periodic in all three dimensions.
Applying these ideas to the original concentration dynamics equations
(15) and (21), we obtain that
∂tc+ uh · ∇hc+ u3
(
∂3c− 1
h
)
= ∆dc+ s in Ω× (0, T ) (65)
is the new form of the hydrostatic concentration equation, while the
governing equation for the anisotropic case becomes
∂tc
ǫ+uǫh ·∇hcǫ+uǫ3
(
∂3c
ǫ− 1
h
)
= ǫK1∂
2
11c
ǫ+∆dc
ǫ+ sǫ in Ω× (0, T ), (66)
where after using c = c∗− zh , and cǫ = cǫ∗− zh we returned to the original
c and cǫ notations for simplicity.
In terms of boundary conditions now the (11)–(14), (66), (16) anisotropic
system the and (17)–(20), (65), (22) hydrostatic system are combined with
the
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uǫ, pǫ and cǫ are periodic in x, y, z,
uǫh and p
ǫ are even in z, and uǫ3 and c
ǫ are odd in z
(67)
and
u, p and c are periodic in x, y, z
uh and p are even in z, and u3 and c are odd in z
(68)
boundary conditions, respectively.
It is easy to check that the restriction of a solution to (11)–(14), (66),
(16), (67) from Ω to Ω0 is a solution to the original system, and the analogous
statement holds for the hydrostatic equations, hence here we exclusively
focus on the study of these new versions of the two main systems.
We highlight here that the steps detailed above constructing a fully pe-
riodic domain are indeed necessary since, generally speaking, it is physically
meaningful to consider the Earth’s atmosphere as a domain that is periodic
in the horizontal dimensions, however it is highly unnatural to immediately
assume vertical periodicity as well. This strategy of adjusting the boundary
value of the concentration function and extending the functions according to
certain symmetries shows that the choice of a fully periodic domain can ac-
tually be a well-grounded choice for the atmosphere, given that the required
symmetries hold.
Remark 4. Note that the Ω domain we construct this way is rather artificial
and as a whole it is meaningful only in a theoretical sense: the odd extension
of the concentration function beyond the (−h, 0) domain implies that in the
(0, h) region we have negative concentration values. The restriction from Ω
to Ω0 however remains completely meaningful in a physical sense as well.
Our next step is the specification of the source terms, which in this case
involves a convolution with a smooth function in order to have a regular
source fitting the strong solution scheme.
Let δǫ be as specified in (25) and let ϕ be a C
∞
0 (Ω) smooth function.
We define the anisotropic and hydrostatic source terms respectively as the
following convolutions:
sǫ = δǫ ∗ ϕ, s = δ ∗ ϕ. (69)
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4.1 Main strong convergence theorem
The main result of this section describing the strong solutions is analogous to
Theorem 1; with the two major differences being — apart from the quality
of the solutions themselves — the change to a periodic domain, and the
assumption of an H3 and H2 initial data for the horizontal velocity and the
concentration, respectively. Before stating the main convergence theorem of
this section, we first describe a hydrostatic existence result that is essential
for the fact of the convergence.
Theorem 3. Let uh0 ∈ H3(Ω), u30 ∈ H2(Ω) with ∇·u0 = 0, let c0 ∈ H2(Ω),
and let’s assume that the boundary conditions (68) hold. Then there exists
a unique global strong solution (u, c) of the downwind-matching hydrostatic
polluted atmosphere limit model (17)–(20), (65), (22). Specifically, the con-
centration function c satisfies
c ∈ L∞([0,∞),H2(Ω)) and ∇dc ∈ L2loc([0,∞),H2(Ω)), (70)
and
∂tc ∈ L2loc([0,∞),H1(Ω)), (71)
while the horizontal velocity strong solution uh has the regularities
uh ∈ L∞([0,∞),H3(Ω)) ∩ L2loc([0,∞),H4(Ω)) (72)
and
∂tuh ∈ L2loc([0,∞),H2(Ω)). (73)
We provide the proof of Theorem 3 in the appendix of this article.
Now we are ready to describe this section’s main theorem.
Theorem 4. Let uh0 ∈ H3(Ω), u30 ∈ H2(Ω) with ∇ · u0 = 0, and let
c0 ∈ H2(Ω). There is a positive ǫ0 threshold such that for any ǫ < ǫ0, the
strong solution (uǫ, cǫ) of the anisotropic equations (11)–(14), (66), (16),
(67) exists globally in time and as the aspect ratio ǫ tends to zero, it concon-
verges strongly to the unique global strong solution (u, c) of the hydrostatic
equations of the polluted atmosphere (17)–(20), (65), (22), (68). In more
detail, the following strong convergence results hold:
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(uǫh, ǫu
ǫ
3)→ (uh, 0) in L∞t H2x, (74)
(∇uǫh, ǫ∇uǫ3, uǫ3)→ (∇uh, 0, u3) in L2tH2x, (75)
(uǫ3, c
ǫ)→ (u3, c) in L∞t H1x, (76)
∇dcǫ → ∇dc in L2tH1x. (77)
Proof. We begin by stating that from now on we always assume ǫ < ǫ0 where
ǫ0 is a constant defined in [19] depending only on ‖uh0‖H3 and the domain
itself.
The first part of the proof concerns exclusively the velocity functions,
and it follows easily from the achievements of [19] and [24]. Regarding
specific details we refer to these above mentioned papers; here we collect
only the most important cornerstones of the calculations regarding uǫ and
u for completeness.
i) There exist uǫ and u unique global strong solutions for the anisotropic
and hydrostatic velocity systems respectively, assuming ǫ < ǫ0 and
uh0 ∈ H3(Ω).
Specifically, for uh0 ∈ H3(Ω), the horizontal velocity strong solution
uh satisfies
uh ∈ L∞([0,∞),H3(Ω)) ∩ L2loc([0,∞),H4(Ω)) (78)
and
∂tuh ∈ L2loc([0,∞),H2(Ω)). (79)
ii) We also mention that for an uh0 ∈ H3(Ω) initial data the velocity
difference functions (42) satisfy
sup
0≤t<∞
∥∥(Uǫh, ǫU ǫ3)∥∥2H2 +
∫ ∞
0
∥∥∇(Uǫh, ǫU ǫ3)∥∥2H2 ≤ κǫ2. (80)
As a consequence, the following strong convergences hold for an uh0 ∈
H3(Ω) initial data:
(uǫh, ǫu
ǫ
3)→ (uh, 0) strongly in L∞t H2x, (81)
(∇uǫh, ǫ∇uǫ3, uǫ3)→ (∇uh, 0, u3) strongly in L2tH2x, (82)
uǫ3 → u3 strongly in L∞t H1x. (83)
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Theorem 4’s statement on the strong convergence of the velocity func-
tions is obvious with the above result.
In the second part of the proof we present the computations verifying
the strong convergence of the concentration function cǫ. The structure of
these calculations heavily depends on the existence of both the anisotropic
concentration cǫ and the limit solution c. The existence of the solution func-
tion cǫ follows from analogous arguments to those guaranteeing the existence
of uǫ using the initial regularities (63). On the other hand, the existence
result concerning the hydrostatic downwind-matching solution c is given by
Theorem 3.
The focus of the proof’s remaining part is to construct an estimate for
the concentration difference function and show that
cǫ → c in L∞t H1x and ∇dcǫ → ∇dc in L2tH1x. (84)
Analogously to the Uǫh, U
ǫ
3 notation we will use C
ǫ = cǫ − c and Sǫ =
sǫ−s to denote the difference between anisotropic and hydrostatic functions.
Subtracting (65) from (66) we obtain the governing equation for Cǫ :
∂tC
ǫ + uǫ · ∇cǫ − u · ∇c = 1
h
U ǫ3 + ǫK1∂11c
ǫ +∆dC
ǫ + Sǫ. (85)
We reformulate uǫ ·∇cǫ−u ·∇c as Uǫ∇Cǫ+Uǫ∇c+u∇Cǫ, which yields
∂tC
ǫ +Uǫ∇Cǫ +Uǫ∇c+ u∇Cǫ
=
1
h
U ǫ3 + ǫK1∂11C
ǫ + ǫK1∂11c+∆dC
ǫ + Sǫ.
(86)
Multiplying (86) by −∂iiCǫ, i = 1, 2, 3 we obtain
1
2
d
dt
‖∇Cǫ‖22 + ǫK1‖∂11Cǫ‖22 +K2‖∂22Cǫ‖22 +K3‖∂33Cǫ‖22 +
∑
i 6=j
Cij
∥∥∂ijCǫ∥∥22
=
∑
i=1,2,3
∫
Ω
Uǫ∇Cǫ∂iiCǫ +
∫
Ω
Uǫ∇c∂iiCǫ +
∫
Ω
u∇Cǫ∂iiCǫ −
∫
Ω
ǫK1∂11c∂iiC
ǫ
−
∑
i=1,2,3
∫
Ω
Sǫ∂iiC
ǫ − 1
h
∫
Ω
U ǫ3∂iiC
ǫ
=
∑
i=1,2,3
I1(i) + I2(i) + I3(i) + I4(i) + I5(i) + I6(i),
(87)
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for any 1 ≤ j ≤ 3.
In the following we estimate the terms on the right-hand side one by one.
The separation to indices i = 1, 2, 3 and the following individual construction
of the upper bounds is necessary since the full, ǫ-free Laplacian is missing
from the left-hand side, and this forces us to change the standard uniform
approach and consider some of the integral terms on their own.
Estimate for I1(i), i = 1, 2, 3.
We begin by taking i = 1.
I1(1) =
∫
Ω
Uǫ∇Cǫ∂11Cǫ
=
∫
Ω
U ǫ1∂1C
ǫ∂11C
ǫ +
∫
Ω
U ǫ2∂2C
ǫ∂11C
ǫ +
∫
Ω
U ǫ3∂3C
ǫ∂11C
ǫ
= I1(1)(a) + I1(1)(b) + I1(1)(c).
(88)
Firstly we estimate I1(1)(a). Integration by parts gives∫
Ω
U ǫ1∂1C
ǫ∂11C
ǫ = −1
2
∫
Ω
∂1U
ǫ
1(∂1C
ǫ)2,
thus using the Ho¨lder inequality we obtain
I1(1)(a) =
∫
Ω
U ǫ1∂1C
ǫ∂11C
ǫ
≤ C‖∂1U ǫ1‖L∞ ·‖∂1Cǫ‖22 ≤ C‖∂1U ǫ1‖H2 ·‖∇Cǫ‖22
≤ C‖U ǫ1‖H3 ·‖∇Cǫ‖22 .
(89)
The above calculation is one of the points throughout the proof where
the H3 regularity is required sharply, otherwise the closure is not possible
(note that this required regularity is guaranteed by (80)).
We can estimate I1(1)(b), I1(1)(c) in one common step. For j = 2, 3 we
have
∫
Ω
U ǫj ∂jC
ǫ∂11C
ǫ = −
∫
Ω
∂1U
ǫ
j∂jC
ǫ∂1C
ǫ −
∫
Ω
U ǫj ∂j1C
ǫ∂1C
ǫ.
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Firstly, by the Ho¨lder, Ladyzhenskaya and Young inequalities we have∫
Ω
∂1U
ǫ
j ∂jC
ǫ∂1C
ǫ ≤ ‖∂1U ǫj ‖3
∥∥∂jCǫ∥∥6‖∂1Cǫ‖2
≤ ‖∂1U ǫj‖1/22 ‖∇∂1U ǫj‖1/22
∥∥∇∂jCǫ∥∥2‖∂1Cǫ‖2
≤ ζ
∥∥∇∂jCǫ∥∥22 + 1ζ ‖∂1U ǫj ‖2‖∇∂1U ǫj ‖2‖∂1Cǫ‖22
≤ ζ∥∥∇∂jCǫ∥∥22 + 1ζ
∥∥Uǫh∥∥2H3‖∇Cǫ‖22 .
(90)
Note that for j = 3 this approach — which is different from what
we applied for I1(1)(a) — is necessary, since using the analogous estimate
‖∂1U ǫ3‖L∞ ≤
∥∥U ǫ3∥∥H3 ≤ ‖Uǫh‖H4 arrives to an excessively high level of Hk
space for which we do not have an estimate anymore, considering we only
have an H3 initial data. Since in the
∫
Ω U
ǫ
j∂j1C
ǫ∂1C
ǫ second term we do
not have a derivative on the velocity function, we can simply use
∫
Ω
U ǫj ∂j1C
ǫ∂1C
ǫ ≤ ‖U ǫj ‖L∞
∥∥∂j1Cǫ∥∥2‖∂1Cǫ‖2
≤ ζ∥∥∂j1Cǫ∥∥22 + 1ζ ‖U ǫj ‖2L∞‖∇Cǫ‖22 ≤ ζ
∥∥∂j1Cǫ∥∥22 + 1ζ ‖Uǫh‖2H3‖∇Cǫ‖22 .
Altogether for j = 2, 3 we have
I1(1)(b) + I1(1)(c) =
3∑
j=2
∫
Ω
U ǫj ∂jC
ǫ∂11C
ǫ
≤ C
3∑
j=2
ζ
∥∥∇∂jCǫ∥∥22 + C 1ζ ‖Uh‖2H3‖∇Cǫ‖22 .
(91)
Finally to estimate I1(i) for i = 2, 3 we can simply use
I1(2) + I1(3) =
∑
i=2,3
∫
Ω
Uǫ∇Cǫ∂iiCǫ
≤
∑
i=2,3
‖Uǫ‖L∞‖∇Cǫ‖2‖∂iiCǫ‖2 .
∑
i=2,3
ζ‖∂iiCǫ‖22 +
1
ζ
‖Uǫh‖2H3‖∇Cǫ‖22 .
(92)
Estimate for I2(i), i = 1, 2, 3.
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By using the Ho¨lder and Young inequalities, for i = 1 we obtain
I2(1) =
∫
Ω
Uǫ∇c∂11Cǫ = −
∫
Ω
∂1U
ǫ∇c∂1Cǫ −
∫
Ω
Uǫ∇∂1c∂1Cǫ
. ‖∂1Uǫ‖3‖∇c‖6‖∂1Cǫ‖2 + ‖Uǫ‖L∞‖∇∂1c‖2‖∂1Cǫ‖2
. ‖∇∂1Uǫ‖2‖c‖H2‖∂1Cǫ‖2 + ‖Uǫ‖H2‖c‖H2‖∂1Cǫ‖2
. ‖Uǫh‖H3‖c‖H2‖∂1Cǫ‖2 . ‖Uǫh‖2H3 +‖c‖2H2‖∇Cǫ‖22 ,
(93)
while I2(i), i = 2, 3 can be estimated by
I2(2) + I2(3) =
∑
i=2,3
∫
Ω
Uǫ∇c∂iiCǫ ≤
∑
i=2,3
‖Uǫ‖L∞‖∇c‖2‖∂iiCǫ‖2
≤
∑
i=2,3
ζ‖∂iiCǫ‖22 + κ
1
ζ
∥∥Uǫh∥∥2H3‖∇c‖22 .
(94)
Note that the regularities (70) listed in Theorem 3 guarantee that the
appearance of‖c‖2H2 in (93) is not problematic concerning further estimates.
Estimate for I3(i), i = 1, 2, 3.
Due to their structure, computations for
∫
Ω u∇Cǫ∂iiCǫ are analogous to
those used to estimate
∫
Ω U
ǫ∇Cǫ∂iiCǫ.
Using the same tools, i.e. the Ho¨lder, Ladyzhenskaya and Young in-
equalities, for i = 1 we obtain
I3(1) .‖u1‖H3‖∇Cǫ‖22 +
∑
j=2,3
ζ
∥∥∇∂jCǫ∥∥22 + 1ζ ‖uh‖2H3‖∇Cǫ‖22 . (95)
On the other hand, for i = 2, 3 we have
I3(2) + I3(3) . ζ
∑
i=2,3
‖∂iiCǫ‖22 +
1
ζ
‖uh‖2H3‖∇Cǫ‖22 . (96)
Note that thanks to (78) the ‖∇Cǫ‖22 term is multiplied by a quantity
that we can estimate well.
Estimate for I4(i), i = 1, 2, 3.
In this case we do not need to separate the case i = 1 from i = 2, 3, and
we can use the general estimate
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I4(i) = ǫK1
∫
Ω
∂11c∂iiC
ǫ . ǫ‖∂11c‖2‖∂iiCǫ‖2
. ǫζ‖∂iiCǫ‖22 +
1
ζ
ǫ‖∂11c‖22
(97)
for all i = 1, 2, 3. Since here we do have an ǫ in front of the Laplacian
‖∂iiCǫ‖22 , it can be merged into the left-hand side later even for i = 1.
Estimate for I5(i), i = 1, 2, 3.
For all i = 1, 2, 3 values we have
−
∫
Ω
Sǫ∂iiC
ǫ = −
∫
Ω
(sǫ − s)∂iiCǫ = −
∫
Ω
(
(δǫ − δ) ∗ ϕ) · ∂iiCǫ
=
∫
Ω
∂i
(
(δǫ − δ) ∗ ϕ) · ∂iCǫ dx
.
∫
Ω
(
∂i
(
(δǫ − δ) ∗ ϕ)
)2
dx+
∫
Ω
(∂iC
ǫ)2 dx
.
∫
Ω
(
(δǫ − δ) ∗ ∂iϕ
)2
dx+‖∇Cǫ‖22 . ǫ2 +‖∇Cǫ‖22 ,
(98)
where we have used the properties of δǫ and δ.
Estimate for I6(i), i = 1, 2, 3.
Integration by parts combined with the Ho¨lder and Young inequalities
easily gives
− 1
h
∫
Ω
U ǫ3∂iiC
ǫ .‖∇U ǫ3‖2‖∇Cǫ‖2 .
∥∥Uǫh∥∥2H2 +‖∇Cǫ‖22 . (99)
Summarising the previously obtained six estimates for I1 – I6 and merg-
ing the second order concentration terms into the left-hand side (note that
it is indeed possible to do so as we have constructed the bounds in a way
that ∂11C
ǫ is only present with an ǫ multiplier), we eventually have
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12
d
dt
‖∇Cǫ‖22 + ǫK1‖∂11Cǫ‖22 +K2‖∂22Cǫ‖22 +K3‖∂33Cǫ‖22 +
∑
i 6=j
Cij
∥∥∂ijCǫ∥∥22
. (‖uh‖H3 +‖uh‖2H3 +
∥∥Uǫh∥∥H3 +
∥∥Uǫh∥∥2H3 + 1 +‖c‖2H2)‖∇Cǫ‖22
+
∥∥Uǫh∥∥2H3 +
∥∥Uǫh∥∥2H3‖∇c‖22 + ǫK1‖∂11c‖22 + ǫ2
= A(t)‖∇Cǫ‖22 +B(t)
(100)
for any 1 ≤ j ≤ 3.
Now taking into account (70), (78) and (80), we have that
∫ T
0
B(t) dτ = κ
∫ T
0
ǫ‖∂11c‖22+
∥∥Uǫh∥∥2H3‖∇c‖22+
∥∥Uǫh∥∥2H3+ǫ2 dτ . ǫ+ǫ2+ǫ2T,
and
∫ T
0
A(t) dτ = κ
∫ T
0
∥∥Uǫh∥∥H3 +‖uh‖H3 +
∥∥Uǫh∥∥2H3 +‖uh‖2H3 +‖c‖2H2 + 1dτ
.
√
T + 1 + T.
(101)
Keeping in mind that Cǫ(0) = 0, eventually the Gro¨nwall inequality
yields
‖Cǫ‖L∞(0,T ;H1(Ω)) +‖∇dCǫ‖L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
. (ǫ+ ǫ2 · T ) exp κ(
√
T + 1 + T ).
(102)
Here we highlight an important structural difference in the (102) final
estimate compared to that in [19] (for example Proposition 5.3): the time
uniformity of the bound is not preserved for our extended, concentration-
including version of the modelling equations. The estimate provides a mean-
ingful bound for any arbitrarily big finite point in time, but the estimate’s
time-dependence also means that the convergence gets slower as time evolves.
Note also that (102) implies the global existence of cǫ, as it suggests that Cǫ
can be continued from any arbitrary finite T ∗ > 0 time.
Finally we conclude that for any given time T > 0 we have the global
strong convergence results
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cǫ → c in L∞t H1x and ∇dcǫ → ∇dc in L2tH1x, (103)
moreover the rate of convergence is ǫ.
Combining the velocity convergence results (81)–(83) with the (103) con-
centration convergence obtained above completes the proof.
A Existence of the strong solutions of the hydro-
static equations of the polluted atmosphere
The appendix is dedicated to showing the existence of the unique global
strong solution (uh, u3, c) of the hydrostatic limit system (17)–(20), (65),
(22), (68) — in other words we prove Theorem 3. The proof’s first part
strongly uses the existence result achieved in [8]: here the authors focus on
a system that is very similar to ours, including an incomplete Laplacian in
the convection-diffusion equation. However, while they work with a temper-
ature function T, in our case the additional function to the velocity-pressure
pair is the concentration c. Even though there is a strong analogy between
the equations describing the dynamics of concentration and temperature, yet
the variant nature of how each of these functions are coupled with the veloc-
ity equations overall contributes to a very significant structural divergence.
Specifically, the difference between the equations
∂3p+ T = 0
and
∂3p = 0
turns out to be a cardinal one concerning global existence. Observe in these
equations that for the case of the temperature there is a reciprocal coupling
between the momentum equations and the convection-diffusion equation, on
the other hand the coupling for the pollution concentration is one-sided, the
hydrostatic equation does not depend on the function c.
The method of [8] is easily applicable with minor changes to our system
until reaching the verification of local existence; the transplantation of their
global existence proof on the other hand becomes very problematic. The
presence of T in the hydrostatic equation makes certain cancellations possi-
ble in their case which eventually guarantee the ability to close estimates that
otherwise would not lead to meaningful implications. Since our hydrostatic
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equation does not include c, we will work out a set of rather independent
estimates to show the continuability of the concentration function.
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof is built up by two main steps. We first verify
the local existence of the limit solutions following the ideas of [8], while in the
second step we show their global existence exploiting the already known (see
(78), (79)) regularities of the velocity functions: this means that we do not
need to provide bounds simultaneously for the velocity and concentration
functions, and in this part we can focus exclusively on estimating c.
Part 1: Local existence
As far as local existence is concerned, the proof given in sections 2 and 3
in [8] can be easily customised to fit our system. In order to transplant the
proof to the case of the polluted atmosphere, we need to check the robustness
of its structure with respect to the given form of the hydrostatic equation.
The necessary modifications are small-scale and rather obvious, therefore we
do not unfold the entire proof here, however we do outline the main steps
of the verification process:
i) We apply a commonly used idea regarding the formal elimination of the
vertical velocity by expressing it through the divergence-free condition:
u3 = −
∫ z
−h
∇h · uh(x, y, ξ, t) dξ. (104)
On the other hand, we define a modified version of the convection-
diffusion equation (65) by completing the missing term in the Lapla-
cian adding the term µ∂11c with µ > 0; specifically, the set of equations
takes the form
∂tuh +∆νuh+(uh · ∇h)uh −
(∫ z
−h
∇h · uh(x, y, ξ, t) dξ
)
∂3uh
+ f0k × uh +∇hps(x, y, t) = 0,
(105)
∇h · u¯h = 0, (106)
∂tc+ uh · ∇hc+
(
−
∫ z
−h
∇h · uh(x, y, ξ, t) dξ
)
·
(
∂3c− 1
h
)
−∆dc− µ∂11c = 0.
(107)
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Here u¯h is the vertically averaged version of the function, i.e.
1
2h
∫ h
−h
uh(x, y, z) dz,
and ps is the classical notation for a pressure function depending on
only the horizontal variables. Fore more details of this standard refor-
mulation process see for example [8] and [12].
ii) Using the contractive mapping principle, we can prove that for any
fix positive µ value there exist local strong solutions uµh and c
µ to the
modified system (105) – (107) on Ω× (0, tµ) such that
(uµh, c
µ) ∈ L2(0, tµ;H3(Ω)), (∂tuµh, ∂tcµ) ∈ L2(0, tµ;H1(Ω)),
where tµ depends only on Ω, µ, the initial data, and the viscosity and
diffusivity constants.
iii) We derive the existence of the unique local strong solution uh, c of the
limit system as the strong limit of the sequences uµh, c
µ, having the
parameter µ tend to zero. In more detail, we establish uniform in µ
estimates for uµh, c
µ and we construct µ− independent lower bounds
for the existence time t0. These estimates combined with a version of
the Aubin-Lions lemma yield
(u
µj
h , c
µj )→ (uh, c) in C(0, t0;H1(Ω)), (108)
and
u
µj
h → uh in L2(0, t0;H2(Ω)), ∇dcµj → ∇dc in L2(0, t0;H1(Ω)).
(109)
The uniqueness follows from standard steps estimating the difference
functions and using the Gro¨nwall inequality.
Part 2: Global existence
As we mentioned in the introductory part of this proof, here we only need
to provide estimates verifying the continuability of c, as the global existence
of the velocity function immediately follows from the results of [19] and [24].
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‖∆c‖2 and ‖∆∇dc‖2 estimates
Let’s take an arbitrary positive finite T time. Plugging the identity
(104) into the convection-diffusion equation (65), multiplying it by ∆2c,
and integrating the result on Ω gives
1
2
d
dt
‖∆c‖22 + C‖∆∇dc‖22
≤
∫
Ω
∆s∆c−∆(uh · ∇hc) ·∆c+∆
((∫ z
−h
∇h · uh dξ
)(
∂3c− 1
h
))
·∆c.
(110)
In the following we construct an estimate for each term on the right-hand
side.
Firstly, we have
∫
Ω
∆s∆c ≤‖∆s‖22 +‖∆c‖22 . (111)
Note here that the ‖∆s‖22 term on the right-hand is bounded because of
(69).
The second term can be estimated as follows.
∫
Ω
∆(uh · ∇hc) ·∆c
.
∫
Ω
|∆uh||∇hc||∆c|+
∫
Ω
|∇uh||∇∇hc||∆c|+
∫
Ω
|∇huh||∆c|2
.‖uh‖H4‖∆c‖22 .
(112)
Finally the third term in the right-hand side of (110) can be separated
as
∫
Ω
∆
((∫ z
−h
∇h · uh dξ
)(
∂3c− 1
h
))
·∆c = I1 + I2 + I3,
and by the Ho¨lder and Young inequalities we have
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I1 =
∫
Ω
(∫ z
−h
∆∇h · uh dξ
)(
∂3c− 1
h
)
·∆c
= −1
h
∫
Ω
(∫ z
−h
∆∇h · uh dξ
)
·∆c+
∫
Ω
(∫ z
−h
∆∇h · uh dξ
)
∂3c ·∆c
= −1
h
∫
Ω
(∫ z
−h
∆∇h · uh dξ
)
·∆c−
∫
Ω
(∆∇h · uh)c ·∆c−
∫
Ω
(∫ z
−h
∆∇h · uh dξ
)
c ·∆∂3c
.
∫
Ω
(∫ 0
−h
|∆∇h · uh|dξ
)
|∆c|
+‖c‖L∞
∫
Ω
|∆∇h · uh||∆c|+‖c‖L∞
∫
Ω
(∫ z
−h
|∆∇h · uh| dξ
)
|∆∂3c|
.
∫
M
(∫ 0
−h
|∆∇h · uh|dξ
)(∫ 0
−h
|∆c|dz
)
+‖c‖L∞‖∆∇h · uh‖2‖∆c‖2 +‖c‖L∞
∫
Ω
(∫ 0
−h
|∆∇h · uh| dξ
)
|∆∂3c|
.
(∫
M
(∫ 0
−h
|∆∇h · uh|2 dξ
))1/2(∫
M
(∫ 0
−h
|∆c|2 dz
))1/2
+‖c‖L∞ (‖uh‖2H3 +‖∆c‖22) +‖c‖L∞‖uh‖H3‖∆∂3c‖2
.‖uh‖H3‖∆c‖2 +‖c‖L∞‖uh‖2H3 +‖c‖L∞‖∆c‖22 + κ(ζ)‖c‖2L∞‖uh‖2H3 + ζ‖∆∂3c‖22 ,
(113)
where ζ‖∆∂3c‖22 is merged into the left-hand side of (110).
For the second part we obtain
I2 =
∫
Ω
(∫ z
−h
∇∇h · uh dξ
)
∇∂3c ·∆c
.
∫
Ω
(∫ 0
−h
|∇∇h · uh|dξ
)
|∇∂3c||∆c|
.
∫
Ω
h sup|∇∇h · uh||∇∂3c||∆c| .‖uh‖H4‖∆c‖22 ,
(114)
while for the third term we compute
I3 =
∫
Ω
(∫ z
−h
∇h · uh dξ
)
∆∂3c ·∆c ≤
∫
Ω
(∫ 0
−h
|∇h · uh|dξ
)
|∆∂3c||∆c|
.
∫
Ω
h sup|∇h · uh||∆∂3c||∆c| .‖uh‖H3 (ζ‖∆∂3c‖22 + κ(ζ)‖∆c‖22).
(115)
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Here the ζ‖uh‖H3‖∆∂3c‖22 term can be merged into the left-hand side of
(110), as d contains the direction z, and ‖uh‖H3 is finite.
Now, merging estimates (111), (112), (113),(114), (115) in (110) we even-
tually arrive to
1
2
d
dt
‖∆c‖22 + κ‖∆∇dc‖22
. (1 +‖uh‖H3 +‖uh‖2H3 +‖uh‖H4 +‖c‖L∞)‖∆c‖22
+‖∆s‖22 +‖c‖L∞‖uh‖2H3 +‖c‖2L∞‖uh‖2H3 +‖uh‖H3 .
(116)
In order to bound the ‖c‖L∞ (t) term, we follow Stampacchia’s idea for
proving the Maximum Principle. The approach is detailed in [13] (see their
estimate (69), the verification process in our case is analogous), which allows
us to use
‖c‖L∞ (t) ≤ 1 +‖c0‖L∞ +‖s‖L∞ t.
Now we are ready to utilise the Gro¨nwall inequality, provided the mul-
tiplicative term on the right-hand side of (116) can be bounded in time
as
∫ T
0
1 +‖uh‖H3 +‖uh‖2H3 +‖uh‖H4 +‖c‖L∞ dt
. (T + T‖uh‖L∞t H3x + T‖uh‖
2
L∞t H
3
x
+
∫ T
0
(1 +‖uh‖2H4) dt+
∫ T
0
‖c‖L∞ dt)
. (T + T‖uh‖L∞t H3x + T‖uh‖
2
L∞t H
3
x
+‖uh‖L2tH4x +
∫ T
0
t dt)
. (T + T‖uh‖L∞t H3x + T‖uh‖
2
L∞t H
3
x
+‖uh‖L2tH4x + T
2) := G1,
(117)
moreover we calculate
∫ T
0
‖∆s‖22 +‖c‖L∞‖uh‖2H3 +‖c‖2L∞‖uh‖2H3 +‖uh‖H3 dt
. T‖s‖H2 +‖uh‖2L∞t H3x T
2 +‖uh‖2L∞t H3x T
3 +‖uh‖L∞t H3x T := G2.
(118)
Finally, from (116), (117) and (118) we conclude
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sup
0≤t≤T
‖∆c‖22 + κ
∫ T
0
‖∆∇dc‖22 ≤ κ(‖c0‖H2 +G2) expG1. (119)
The estimate (119) shows the overall continuability of the concentration
function beyond any given finite T time: considering the already well-known
continuability of the velocity functions, our proof with this is concluded.
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